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THE DEAN’S MESSAGE

Dear Colleagues,

At this time, I have assembled some thoughts to offer perspective on the academic year of 2018/

2019 for our yearly review. This year’s events look much different than today’s reality. The whole

world is joining forces to fight against the corona crisis in what may be the biggest humanitarian

action of our times. Therefore, looking at the last academic year instils me with even greater

pride and a sense of honour for leading our SEB LU community. Reflecting on the activities, suc-

cesses, and the impact of our social engagement, it seems they may have been taken for granted

at the time they happened. In this time of isolation, those events we participated in and the

achievements of our colleagues (faculty, students, and staff) seem even more valuable. Those

accomplishments, especially the robust and wide introduction of the Canvas learning manage-

ment system, were of utmost importance for our relatively smooth transition to “We are all on-

line” two weeks ago.

However, isolated does not mean disconnected when it comes to SEB LU. We are all online and

no one has been left behind. We have displayed great team spirit and interaction in our com-

bined efforts to find solutions that support our activities and cooperation. I can say with great

pride that in this time of crisis and isolation, the resilience of our school and its people have again

been revealed and, opposite to what one may expect, highly reconnected our academic commu-

nity. We also continue to be globally connected, since we socialise and cooperate with col-

leagues, students, and friends from all around the globe.

Moreover, due to the great interconnectedness of SEB LU’s activities, it is important that we co-

ordinate with our partner universities and business schools around the world, and especially with

the EFMD community, where we share a common responsibility for the exchange of good prac-

tices and providing a safe environment for continuous development and growth.

I want to point out one very important message that is evident throughout this Yearly Review.

The new generation of our graduate students voted for an “eagerness to learn” as the first in the

chain of SEB LU’s values. Ensuring conditions to materialize it gives us a huge responsibility. It

also reminds every person in our academic community that we should never stop learning, espe-

cially during crisis times, the online channels are to be utilised to their highest extent to continue

materialising our mission. These new conditions present an opportunity for us to do our best in

implementing new forms of teaching and research, and contribute to the development of knowl-

edge and to the sustainable development of our world in the times after the crisis.

For the days to come, I ask you to personally contribute to the health of mankind by practicing

isolation, and to contribute with all that you know, with kind gestures, and by providing help in

whatever way you are able.

Yours sincerely,

SEB LU Dean

Prof. Dr. Metka Tekavčič
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THE UNIVERSITY
OF LJUBLJANA



23
faculties

3
art academies

6093
Staff

2389
Foreign students

2122
Incoming students

3
associated members

37874
Students

1545
Outgoing students

8745
Graduates

Celebrating 100 years

(Founded in 1919)

EUTOPIA

European University

member
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Vision
By 2025 we will be the school of choice
among business and economic schools
in Central and Eastern Europe for
doing research, learning, and

creating sustainable
development
solutions.

Mission
We broaden horizons and build

competences for socially
responsible management to

master business and
economic
challenges.

Core
Values

Eagerness to learn, Creativity,
Entrepreneurialism,
Integrity, Respect,
Inclusiveness
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SCHOOL OF
ECONOMICS

AND BUSINESS
SEB LU

Mission
We broaden horizons and build

competences for socially
responsible management to

master business and
economic
challenges.
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Dr Mojca Marc

Associate Professor,
Academic Unit for for
Management and
Organisation

Eagerness to learn means that
you are enjoying in the discovering
and mastering of new knowledge.

Dr Peter Trkman

Full Professor,
Academic Unit for
Business Informatics and
Logistics

My primary obligation at
SEB LU is not to teach but to

learn; not only about familiar topics
but exploring things I currently

don't know much about.

The hardest part is
to step out of your

comfort zone. The School of
Economics and Business is an
excellent training ground for
discovering new knowledge,

challenges, gain new
experiences. You just

have to try it.



Lucija Divjak

University Degree
Programme in Business
and Economics, TopEF
member and tutor

Eagerness to learn is
something that is hidden in every

student. However, the key to success
is finding that one thing that

evokes it.

Héctor Ricardo
Rodríguez Antúnez

recent graduate of the
International Full-time
Programme in Business
and Organisation

Eager to learn, eager to
challenge yourself, and the
people around you. It is the

opportunity to grow and develop
and let others grow and
develop along with you.Nataša Mulec

Project Manager and
Healthy lifestyle at
workplace promotor

The hardest part is
to step out of your

comfort zone. The School of
Economics and Business is an
excellent training ground for
discovering new knowledge,

challenges, gain new
experiences. You just

have to try it.



SEB LU
among the top 95 European

business schools by
Financial Times

Financial Times: SEB LU
among the top 20 business

schools for socially
responsible activities

20th Ljubljana Summer
School with more than 400
students from 38 countries



AMBA and AACSB
re-accreditations for

5-year periods

IMB featured again on
Financial Times’ »Master in
Management« global

ranking

16th IAEE Conference:
Energy Challenges for the
Next Decade with more

than 400 participants from
around the world



Knowledge Matters event
with more than 200

participants

International Fraud
Awareness Week

co-organised together
with 18 institutions

SEB LU Urban
bees and Slovenian

breakfast



SEB LU
students debating about

consumer rights in
European Parliament

Generation of likes,
generation of the
future event

Alumni event: Brain &
Marketing



IMPACT AND
RESPONSIBILITY
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Financial Impact

7% increase of financial impact

7 IMPACTS
Certified by the Business
School Impact System

(BSIS)

Educational Impact

46% of graduates work in interna-
tionally-oriented companies

Impact within
the Regional
Ecosystem

3% increase in functions within a
local professional or civic
body by SEB LU staff

Business
Development Impact

Almost 40 start-ups created by
academic community

Intellectual Impact

36% increase in established re-
search partnerships with com-
panies and organisations

Impact within the
Image of the Region

First Slovenian school on the
Financial Times ranking

Societal Impact

Gender equality: 49% female
faculty members



Indeed, sustainability has matured. It
is no longer about risk and compli-
ance. It is about innovation and op-
portunity to simultaneously achieve
excellence in social, environmental,
economic, and financial perfor-
mance. What works when you’re try-
ing to implement sustainability suc-
cessfully and profit from it?

First, it requires clarity of objectives.
In most companies, there are compet-
ing pressures to produce profits and
to be good corporate citizens at the
same time. Managers need to under-
stand the causal relationships be-
tween the sustainability actions that
can be taken and the financial impacts
of these actions. More specifically,
they need to understand the likely re-
actions of various stakeholders to sus-
tainability performance. By carefully
identifying these interrelationships, a
company can improve operational de-
cision-making and make the “business

case” for sustainability.

Second, sustainability must be an in-
tegral component of the corporate/
business strategy. By outlining strat-
egy for addressing social, environ-
mental, and economic concerns and
developing systematic ways of man-
aging their sustainability impacts,
companies become crisis-prepared
and will produce social, environmen-
tal, and economic impacts that min-
imise future consequences involving
increased costs, community concerns,
legal claims, and damaged corporate
reputation.

Third, sustainability success requires
strong leadership. There will be less
conflict for middle managers and sub-
ordinates in dealing with risks and bal-
ancing sustainability and financial per-
formance when these conflicts are re-
solved higher up in the organisation.
Top managers must lead by example

in deciding how much integration of
sustainability concerns they want, how
they want to do it, and how they are
going to measure it. Control is as im-
portant as is leading by example.

Finally, managers must encourage in-
novation within every aspect of a
process or a product, from raw materi-
als, manufacturing, customisation, and
logistics to customers and consumers.
This may include redesigning prod-
ucts and services (including innovat-
ing packaging to cut down on environ-
mental footprint), re-engineering pro-
cesses to reduce consumption, reduce
pollution, and avoid risks, reusing
waste to reduce the waste accumula-
tion rates on manufacturing sites, de-
signing products for eventual reuse in
another product or be used by nature,
etc.

Nowadays managers are no longer discussing whether to develop sustainable business strategies, but rather how to
integrate social, environmental and economic impact into their activities. Through consulting projects you helped more
than 70 organizations developing their sustainable business strategies. What steps have to be taken by organisations in
order to track implementation of the strategy and its impact?

Adriana
Rejc Buhovac
Full Professor

Academic Unit for
Management and
Organisation
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Nowadays managers are no longer discussing whether to develop sustainable business strategies, but rather how to
integrate social, environmental and economic impact into their activities. Through consulting projects you helped more
than 70 organizations developing their sustainable business strategies. What steps have to be taken by organisations in
order to track implementation of the strategy and its impact?
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An Impactful
Responsible
Society

Business schools are committed to educating conscious in-
dividuals with high ethical standards, who can successfully
work in teams and co-create sustainable business solutions
for the needs of a resilient global society. Ethics, responsi-
bility, and sustainability are best reflected in SEB LU’s val-
ues, mission, and vision, which express who we are and
what we believe in.

Educating individuals into responsible citizens in the world
produces the highest impact on society in the long run. We
educate our academic community and general public about
ethics, responsibility, and sustainability with numerous ac-
tivities.

Committment to the UN
Principles for Responsible
Management Education
(PRME) since 2009.

Green Flag, an international
environmental acknowledge-

ment awarded in 2018.

Climate Crisis peti-
tion signatory in 2019
with a call to recognise

climate change as a national
crisis that needs to be
taken as priority and

addressed as
such.

Sustainable Leadership
and Contemporary

Economics and Sustainable
Development programmes

developed

Built an Eco-School by
completing a multimillion

EUR renovation project aimed at
generating energy savings,

including a solar
power plant

Athlete-Friendly Educa-
tion Certificate awarded in

2018 by the Olympic
Committee of Slovenia

In 2013, SEB LU initiated
the process of developing the
Slovenian Corporate Integrity

guidelines

Signed the Manifesto of
Slovenian Promotion

of Reading

The Eco-committee
worked on developing
environmentally-friendly
behaviours on the SEB LU
campus and beyond

Recognizing
retired members of our

community who paved the way
for today's SEB LU during

school's birthday
celebration

Introduced the Eco-Reading
Badge in 2019

Two out of seven
research groups
directly focus on
sustainability

Became one of the sig-
natories and co-organisors of

the International Fraud
Awareness Week in 2019
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Searching for
Sustainable
Solutions

The 16th IAEE Conference: Energy Challenges for the
Next Decade

The IAEE conference has established itself as a platform for
the impartial and objective exchange of knowledge and ex-
perience in all areas of energy economics. At the official in-
auguration Minister of Infrastructure, Alenka Bratušek
emphasized the importance of innovations in energy sector,
outlined that shaping the energy future will be a challeng-
ing task, and that the main goal is the transition to a carbon
neutral source accessible for all citizens. Dilemmas of en-
ergy development in the next decade (2020-2030) were
presented in an objective, transparent, high-quality, and
neutral way on 49 parallel sessions with more than 400 par-
ticipants.

Energy Efficiency Project Completed

Aprox. EUR 1.4 million from
European funds for the

energy efficiency renovation
of the building

Solar Power Plant
installed in 2011

Reduction of CO2 emissions
for 46% in the last five years

Heat savings of
1,292 MWh in 2019

Electricity savings of
355 MWh in 2019

Energy production of
396 MWh in 2019
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Supporting Arts
and Culture

The SEB LU Art Gallery is a space reserved for creativity
and innovative and abstract thought. The idea of combining
economics and art may at first be abstract. When we begin
to think and see outside-the-box by recognising the inter-
play between economics and the arts, we will expand our
horizons and develop a new sense of self. We share this op-
portunity with our students, faculty, staff, and visitors.

5th Summer School on Culural Management

SEB LU Art Gallery

galleries

2

SEB LU Gallery

227 exhibitions
1990 – 2019

Small Gallery

participants

44



SEB LU National Guard
Team Completed Paramedic

Training

SEB LU’s beehives hosting
120,000 bees

Eco-Reading Badge: The
Hidden Life of

Trees and Give and Take



Energy efficiency project
completed with

temperature training at the
SEB LU campus

Following the Money: Youth
and Corruption event during
the International Fraud

Awareness Week

Celebrating World
Teacher's Day



PROGRAMMES
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22
STUDY PROGRAMMES

978
GRADUATES

37% 63%

529
Undergraduate
programmes

431
Graduate

programmes

18
Doctoral

programme

Programmes gaining
global recognition

2
Undergraduate
programmes

1
MBA

programme

1
Doctoral

programme

18
Graduate

programmes

International Full-
Time Master Programme

in Business and Organisation
(IMB) featured again in Financial
Times’ “Master’s in Manage-

ment” global ranking

LJUBLJANA MBA
programme re-accredited
with AMBA accreditation

for the next
5-year period

European Master in
Tourism Management

(EMTM) ranked as the 9th best
programme in the world in the

2019 Eduniversal ranking

Master’s in Tourism ranked
as the 10th best programme in
the world in the 2019 Eduniver-

sal ranking

Master’s in Sports Manage-
ment ranked as the 5th best

programme in the world in the
2019 Eduniversal ranking



The unique value of the program is
probably its carefully designed struc-
ture. The structure is a good balance
of in-class knowledge about the rele-
vant concepts on one hand and practi-
cal experience on the other hand. Stu-
dents acquire up-to-date knowledge
during three sets of courses where
each set is delivered in about one se-
mester. The first set enables students
to understand general managerial, or-
ganizational, legal, sociological and
psychological issues of sport. The sec-
ond set comprises of one method-
ological course (on qualitative and
quantitative research methods) plus a
set of courses on three business func-
tions which are important in every
sport organization: marketing, HRM
and finance. The third set of courses is
about more specific topics on design-
ing strategy in sport organizations,
and managing sport events and infra-
structure.

On the other hand, the practical expe-
rience of students is partly achieved
by including experienced guest lectur-
ers from different sport organizations
(e.g. the Nacional Olympic Commit-
tee, the Sport Directorate, and even
UEFA) into the program, but even
more within the course called Re-
search-Consulting Project in a Sport
Organization. The project topic is
agreed by a selected sport organiza-
tion (the client) and the program di-
rector. The sport organization usually
defines the initial practical problem
based on which the program director
and a small team of academics pro-
pose the structure of the project, pay-
ing attention to both practical applica-
bility and research soundness and
rigor. Work takes place throughout the
semester followed by the presentation
of the final results to the client after
the semester. The project team is co-
ordinated by at least one academic
mentor whose role is to structure and

steer the work the students. By work-
ing in teams and dealing with specific
research questions students develop
analytical skills, acquaint themselves
with research and consulting work,
and gain valuable practical experi-
ence. The presentation of the project
in front of a client’s top management
significantly increases students’ moti-
vation and positively influences the
development of their written and oral
presentation skills.

SEB LU’s Master in Sports Management programme was ranked as the 5th best programme in the world by Eduniversal
ranking in 2019. Reputation of the programme, salary after the first employment and student satisfaction are the key
reasons for its high ranking. What is the unique value that the programme brings for its graduates and the sports market?

Tomaž Čater
Full professor

Academic Unit for
Management and
Organisation
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SEB LU’s Master in Sports Management programme was ranked as the 5th best programme in the world by Eduniversal
ranking in 2019. Reputation of the programme, salary after the first employment and student satisfaction are the key
reasons for its high ranking. What is the unique value that the programme brings for its graduates and the sports market?
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Connecting
Economic and
Business
Knowledge

As the leading national university in economics and busi-
ness, SEB LU offers programmes at all levels of study (un-
dergraduate, graduate and doctoral) and in all of the main
fields of business and economics. Even though most stu-
dents (90 percent) are attending business programmes,
economic sciences are an important part of the overall pro-
gramme portfolio. By design, SEB LU business programmes
give students a solid general knowledge of both economics
and business. The link between the two is important for
effective and socially responsible managerial decision mak-
ing, which is in line with SEB LU’s mission and vision to build
competences for socially responsible management and
sustainable development. In the later stages of undergrad-
uate study and especially with the master’s programmes,
this broad conceptual knowledge is upgraded with ad-
vanced topics and their practical usage in an interdiscipli-
nary environment to gain depth, and at the same time to
allow for specialisations according to the individual prefer-
ences of students.

Advantages of studying at the SEB LU

Education comparable with
the best global business

schools

Employability in an
international environment

Prominent Slovenian and
foreign professors

Many elective
courses offered

Modern teaching
methods

Collaboration with
corporate partners

Variety of courses
offered in English

Opportunities to
study abroad

Relationships with
influential alumni
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Undergraduate
Programmes

Undergraduate degree programmes last three years. Stu-
dents can choose between a higher professional degree or
university degree programmes. Both programmes offer
many areas of specialisation and cover all major business
and economics disciplines. The university programme
builds knowledge based on economic and business theory,
while the professional programme is more practically ori-
ented. Within the university programme, two specialisa-
tions are also available in English, i.e. Marketing, and
International Business. For both specialisations, SEB LU is
also involved in collaborative provision.

57% 43%
students

2566

Undergraduate Programmes 3+

UNIVERSITY DEGREE PROGRAMME IN BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Specialisations
Type of Study Language Collaborative

Provision

Full-time Part-time English Double
Degree

Money and Finance

Business Economics

International
Economics

Bank and Financial
Management

Management

International
Business

Entrepreneurship

Business Logistics

Business Informatics

Accounting and
Auditing

Marketing

Tourism

PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAMME IN BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Specialisations

Type of Study

Full-time Part-time

Bank and Financial
Management

Public Sector

Management

International Business

Entrepreneurship

Business Informatics

Business Logistics

Accounting and Auditing

Marketing

Tourism
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Developing projects for companies in undergraduate
courses

Gaining new knowledge from study trips

SEB LU students among winners in the International ex-
change of entrepreneurial ideas in Montenegro

A group of SEB LU students succeeded in Podgorica with a
business idea developed during the Entrepreneurship
course. The idea of socially responsible company, “Part of
Us” which integrates children with special needs and de-
signs products based on their cooperation was voted as
one of 10 best entrepreneurial ideas. The presentation was
also supported by business representative, Matija Gantar
from KD Group.

projects for companies
developed

77
participating
students

498

on-site company study
visits

9
undergraduate

students

309

Pipistrel, Goriška Brda, LifeClass Hotels &
Spa, Ptuj and Ormož region, Škocjan caves,

Bohinj Park Eco Hotel, Incom, Hidria

Companies
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Graduate
Programmes

Eighteen second-cycle master’s programmes offer ad-
vanced in-depth and comprehensive knowledge in different
areas of specialisation in business and economics. Ten pro-
grammes are also delivered in English. Six master’s pro-
grammes are delivered as double degree programmes,
while one master’s programme is delivered as a joint de-
gree programme. Eleven revised programmes were intro-
duced in the 2018/2019 academic year.

56% 44%
students

1942

Graduate Programmes +2

Study Programmes
Type of Study Language Collaborative

Provision

Full-time Part-time English Double / Join
Degree

Europaean Master in Tourism
Management (EMTM)

Full Time Master Programme in
Business and Organisation (IMB)

Business and Organisation

Accounting and Auditing

Bank and Financial Management

Business Informatics

Business Logistics

Economics

Entrepreneurship

International Business

Management

Management and Economics in Health
Care

Marketing

Money and Finance

Quantitative Finance and Actuarial
Sciences

Sports Management

Tourism

Public Sector and Environmental
Economics (JMPSE)
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Developing projects for companies in graduate courses

Gaining new knowledge from study trips

173 workshops within Business Skills Development
course

Business Skills Development is a course designed differ-
ently than the standard course design, as it is given in the
form of workshops. The main purpose of the course is for
students to gain and/or further develop business skills.

on-site company study
visits

7
graduate
students

286

projects for companies
developed

40
participating
students

227

workshops at
SEB LU

100
workshops at other

institutions

73

IT skills workshops

30%
Communication skill

workshops

34%

participants

2851
workshop hours

1224

Workshops on
other topics

24%

Entrepreneurial
workshops

8%
Job search
workshops

4%

Trival Antene, Mahle, Arctur, LifeClass
Hotels & Spa, Bohinj Park Eco Hotel,

Akrapovič, Heineken

Companies
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LJUBLJANA
MBA

The LJUBLJANA MBA programme gives participants expe-
rience and confidence in key areas of their business. Each
participant achieves his/her highly personal goals, out-
comes and success, but as a whole the programme tells the
story of the lives, careers and companies transformed by its
unique delivery and in-depth personal approach.

Programme's mission

We build competences for socially responsible manage-
ment to master business and economics challenges and de-
velop organisational leaders with high levels of integrity,
cooperation and responsibility.

LJUBLJANA MBA
enhancing careers

1
Guaranteed Quality through
EQUIS, AACSB, and AMBA

accreditations

2
Integration of up-to-date
topics in business and

economics

3
One-to-one coaching and
leadership development

Key
Benefits

4
Our flexible schedule allows

candidates with busy lives to have
time for their families, their
careers, and their MBA

5
Neuroscience with EEG
measurements for

improving leadership
competences

More than

95%
of candidates belive that
their investment in the pro-

gramme was a valuble and right
decision and all of them
would recommend the
programme to their
friends and col-

leguess.

More than

60%
of Ljubljana MBA graduates are
being promoted to a higher posi-

tion after the programme
completion in the period

of two years.

More than

20%
increase of salary level already

the first year after the programme
completion, to more than 42%

graduates of Ljubljana
MBA programme.
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Neuroleadership and indivudal coaching

LJUBLJANA MBA is one of the very few MBA programmes
in the world to introduce neuroscience as a key tool for
improving leadership competences. We provide actual
analyses of the MBA participants’ brains with an electroen-
cephalogram and other neuro-tech, to show them where
they are and what they need to improve. This brings an ex-
tremely innovative approach in applying neuroscience re-
search to MBA participants. Only a few MBA programmes
around the world are using this modern practice in their
programmes to show their participants a very interesting
picture of leadership and related capabilities, such as em-
pathy, resilience, and a growth mindset.

LJUBLJANA MBA Graduation Ceremony 2019

Friday 6 December 2019 was the day to celebrate the end
of the MBA journey for the 7th generation of the Ljubljana
MBA programme with an official MBA certificate. Each year
the programme honours the best student and the best pro-
fessor of the year. The Award of Excellence for the best stu-
dent was given to Julie Choulet and Benjamin Brulc. The
Award of Excellence for the best professor was given to
Miha Škerlavaj. The gala event was captured and marked by
the traditional hat throwing and welcoming the 7th genera-
tion in the LJUBLJANA MBA Alumni community.
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Doctoral
Programme in
Economics and
Business

Doctoral programme in Economics and Business is aimed at
highly motivated and ambitious student candidates. The
programme involves a combination of demanding course-
work, active participation at academic conferences, re-
search workshops, research papers preparation, doctoral
and academic seminars, and thesis preparation. Doctoral
Programme in Economics and Business is comparable to
the best doctoral programmes in structure and organisa-
tion. Part of the programme can be completed abroad at a
school or institution approved by the student's mentor and
coordinator of the programme.

Key facts

Doctoral students profile 2018-2019

Countries represented

Economics and Business
tracks.

Full-time and
part-time study.

Lectures in English. Lasts four years
(eight semesters).

Graduates receive the title
"Doktor znanosti".

Number of students

87
Average age
(Full-time)

32,8

Share of international
students

47,1%
Share of female students

57,5%

Average years of work
experience

5,4
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2019-2020 URPE (The Union for Radical Political Econom-
ics) Dissertation Fellowship for SEB LU Doctoral Student

Doctoral candidate, Ivan Rubinić, became the 2019 URPE
(The Union for Radical Political Economics) Dissertation
Fellow. His dissertation studies euro area economic inequal-
ity from a Marxian perspective. It investigates outcome in-
equality, and the inequality of opportunity, both the within-
country and between-countries. His dissertation is being
supervised by Professor Tajnikar.

Doctoral students participated in 27 scientific conferences

In the 2018/2019 academic year, 25 doctoral students par-
ticipated in 27 scientific conferences. Among the confer-
ences, the students participated in the 42nd European
Accounting Association Congress and European Marketing
Academy Annual Conference 2019.

University of
Ljubljana
Interdisciplinary
Doctoral
Programmes

Environmental Protection

The interdisciplinary doctoral programme in Environmental
Protection is organised by the University of Ljubljana
through its 13 faculties, including the SEB LU. The pro-
gramme has an interdisciplinary character and seeks to pro-
vide in-depth knowledge in different aspects of
environmental issues ranging from technical and biotechni-
cal to medical, social and humanistic.

Statistics

The interdisciplinary doctoral programme in Statistics is or-
ganised by the University of Ljubljana through its seven fac-
ulties, including the SEB LU. Statistics is a significant and
fundamental part of research in practically all academic dis-
ciplines. Advanced knowledge of statistics is thus of signifi-
cance for science in general.



STUDENTS
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1797
International
students

2566
Undergraduate

students

1942
Graduate
students

674
Full-time foreign
students from
70 countries

280
Outgoing students to 36

countries and 127
partner institutions

332
Incoming students
from 46 countries

623
students at short-term
programmes – 82%
foreign students

59%
of students spend time on SEB

LU premises outside the
regular study process.

27%
of students spend from 20 to 40

hours a week on SEB LU
premises

89
Doctoral
students

4597
STUDENTS

43% 57%



It was truly an amazing experience to
be part of the European Investment
Bank Summer School as representa-
tive of SEB LU, and as one of five elite
partner universities, including: Boc-
coni, the London School of Econom-
ics, Sciences Po, and the College of
Europe. Among 70 students from
across Europe, I was accompanied by
three other Slovenian students, Urh
Kovačič, Katja Kastelic, and Petra
Pureber.

The EIB Summer School is a 10-day in-
tense learning programme for gradu-
ate students to learn about the core
activities and responsibilities of the
EIB Group (European Investment
Bank, European Investment Fund, EIB
Institute). The most inspiring part was
the fact that lecturers offer first-hand
insights about the world’s largest mul-
tilateral lender, and discuss issues that
cannot be found in academic text-
books. Having listened to EIB staff

members who shared their insider’s
view, we learned what it means to be
part of the EIB Group. Also, visiting
the European Central Bank in Frank-
furt and get even more practical in-
sight was really priceless. This effec-
tive practical approach to multidisci-
plinary problems included lectures on
the EIB Group’s missions and opera-
tions; tutorials; and breakout sessions
covering legal, financial, policy, and
sustainability-related topics. The pro-
gramme aims to foster long- term re-
lationships and create a network of
those interested about the future of
Europe and beyond.

Another really great thing was that
there was a lot of time for socialising
and networking with lecturers, some
of whom were high member staff of
the EIB group. The whole school
offered the perfect opportunity for
students who aspire to a career in the
context of European integration or

strategic investment to discuss with
those who, through the projects they
finance, influence the lives of citizens
in Europe and beyond.

Now, as an alumnus of the EIB summer
school, I can say this project and the
network of people has changed the
course of my career, and I can´t wait
to get back next year to go back to
Luxemburg to meet with EIB repre-
sentatives and the next generation. It
was truly a unique opportunity, and I
would like to express my gratitude to
Sandra Damijan for helping me to be
part of this career-changing experi-
ence.

At SEB LU, we strive to open new opportunities. Our students were offered a unique opportunity to participate in the
European Investment Bank (EIB) summer school in Luxembourg. Being one of the selected students, can you tell more
about this opportunity and how it broadened your horizons?

Nejc Jarm
student of the Marketing
programme

alumni of the EIB summer
school
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Inspiring
Student
Community

SEB LU is a place for an inspired study experience. It brings
together students who are eager to learn, who strive to ful-
fill their potential, and are inspired to work in an interna-
tional environment. When you join the SEB LU, you will find
out why 79% of our students are satisfied with their study
experience. The SEB LU community is inclusive and re-
spectful and has students from more than 70 countries.
That community is enriched by visiting groups of students
on short-term programmes, most of whom are foreigners.
In the SEB LU community, it is easy to find colleagues to
identify with, to critically discuss different topics of interest,
and who will later become your close friends or business
colleagues.

The Student Council

The Student Council is the link between the SEB LU, the
University, and the students. Through the Council, students
are able to participate in the SEB LU’s bodies and share
their opinions, comments, and proposals.

Organised events and activities

Traditional Business Weekend, Charity Week, study excur-
sions to companies Berryshka and Escape coin, visit to the
Museum of Modern Art, workshops like Airbnb in Slovenia
and Giro car share, the Student Marketplace, Economics
Week, Ekonomijada 2019, and many social events like the
traditional Freshmen party.

Student Associations

Associations bring together ambitious individuals to spark
fresh ideas and develop their potential. There are 17 stu-
dents associations organised within SEB LU.

The SEB LU Student Organisation

The TOP EF

The SEB LU Sports Club

The Debating Society of the SEB LU

The Centre for Student Entrepreneurship, Innovativity and
Creativity (ŠPIK)

The Association of Financial Managers (DFM)

Management Group (MG)

The SEB LU News

The Young Project Managers (MPM)

The Student Stock Exchange

The Association of Business Informatics and Business
Logistics (PI-PL)

Movement for Economic Pluralism (GEP)

AISEC

Club ŠEF

The Students’ Section of the Marketing Association of
Slovenia (DMS)

The Association of Female Students of Business Studies
(DŠPV)

The Association of Students of Accounting and Auditing
(DŠRR)
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Tutors – It's
easier with me

Tutors help other students with the best advice that comes
from their own student experience. Students who need ad-
vice and help can turn to more than 80 SEB LU tutors.

Reception for SEB LU tutors

In the 2018/2019 academic year, there were 81 SEB LU tu-
tors who together provided 1,646 hours of volunteer work.
The SEB LU management team thanked them for helping
other SEB LU students with their advice and for sharing
knowledge at a special reception. All tutors received a SEB
LU tutorship ceftificate.

Introductory tutorship Course tutorship

Tutorship for students with
special needs

Tutorship for students in the
exchange programme

SEB LU Tutors

81
Coordinators

3

hours of volunteer work

1646
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Encouraging
sports
champions

SEB LU not only promotes a healthy lifestyle, but also
highly encourages students and employees who take part
in sports activities. Professional athletes are given special
professional athlete status, which offers them additional
help in managing their studies and sports activities. SEB
LU’s “Sports Class” includes students who hold the status
of a professional athlete in the current academic year.

Medals at University competitions

Karate athlete of the year 2019

Our student, Tjaša Ristić, became woman karate athlete of
the year 2019. She awarded this prize for the second year in
a row. In 2019, she won two bronze medals at European
competitions, among them the 2019 European Champi-
onship and the 2019 European Games.

Healthy lifestyle promotion

Our undergraduate students have an obligatory physical
education course in first year of their study. They choose
from 15 different sport activities, provided on 6 different lo-
cations. Almost all activities are free of charge. Though
sports in not obligatory after the first year, students are
welcome to continue participating in SEB LU’s provided
sports activities. Our staff from the Academic Unit for
Sports with the help of SEB LU students prepared a fun and
engaging series of short videos with follow-along demon-
strations of active break exercises. These exercises are
available on-line and frequently used during lecture and
meeting breaks.

professional
athlethes

36

SEB LU's men's volleyball
team – Golden

SEB LU's women’s basketball
team - Silver

Business Football League -
Golden
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Career Centre –
Kick start your
career
SEB LU Career Center aims to bring students and the job
market closer together. On the one hand we help prepare
SEB LU students and alumni for their careers, on the other
we serve as a portal for companies and organisations inter-
ested in recruiting students and alumni.

Career Partnerships

Career partnership is the highest form of strategic cooper-
ation between SEB LU and companies in the professional
development of students. The purpose of the partnership is
to connect students with businesses, thereby creating a
path for direct contact with the employment market, intro-
ducing possible workplaces, interlinking the acquired con-
cepts through the study process with practical example,
networking, and finally, to support students in their deci-
sion-making process, as well as to offer them a wide range
of career possibilities within the companies.

employment
opportunities

154
internships

44

job posts in total

362
student work
opportunities

164

Company visits Job possibilities

Company
presentations

Interactive lectures and
workshops
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7 SEB LU Career partners The Career Fair “Work is (Not) Looking for Me”

The career fair “Work is (Not) Looking for Me” was an op-
portunity for students to discover different industries and
organisations and make personal connections. In one day,
students had the possibility to meet 33 companies, as well
as their supporting institutions, attend various company
presentations, sign up for speed interviewing with company
representatives, and listen to interactive lectures held by in-
dustry experts. More than 300 students attended the event,
among which 70 students were brave enough to meet one
on one with employers.

Abanka Banking School

The Abanka Banking School was an intensive, interdiscipli-
nary three-day educational programme filled with interac-
tive lectures, workshops, and teamwork. Lectures were
given by SEB LU professors and Abanka employees. After
an introduction to the world of banking, students were
faced with a challenge, and had to find the most appropri-
ate solution. New ideas were presented to the board mem-
bers of Abanka. All together, 33 students from SEB LU, the
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, and Biotechnical Fac-
ulty participated.

ABANKA EY

HOFER KNAUF INSULATION

NLB RENAULT
NISSAN

UNIJA



The University’s Best Study
Achievements Awards to
three SEB LU students

Four students awarded with
the Bank of Slovenia Award

SEB LU students were
winners of the Euroleague
Basketball SACkathon



IMB students cooperating in
an experiment about

individual attitudes towards
risk

Business Hive competition

Innovative All-nighter
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169
RESEARCHERS

70
Research Projects,

Research Programmes,
and Internal Projects in

2019

29
of Them are
New Projects

28
Research Seminars

3
new young researchers

7
Books

154
Scholarly Articles
35% in top journals

42
Chapters in Books

18
Doctoral Theses

defended

62
Contributions in
international
conferences

10
Contributions in

national conferences

14
Basic Research Projects

(Slovenian Research Agency)
(7 new)

10
Projects by various ministries,

research agencies and
businesses
(8 new)

7
Research Programmes

(Slovenian Research Agency)
(1 new)

14
Bilateral Research Projects
(Slovenian Research Agency)

(4 new)

4
Target Research Projects

(Slovenian Research Agency
and ministries)

9
Internal projects

(4 new)

12
Projects commissioned by the
European and other foreign

funding entities
(5 new)

3388
Citations by WOS

314
Master theses
supervised



Nevenka Hrovatin: The recently
adopted EU Green Deal set an ambi-
tious goal for the EU to become the
first climate-neutral continent by
2050. This transition to a sustainable
economy will require huge invest-
ments, cutting-edge research, and in-
novation. There is no doubt that the
energy sector transformation needs to
play a principal role in this transition.
Energy efficiency in particular has
been recognised as the first priority of
the EU energy policy in the Energy
Winter Package, as today there exist
many cost-efficient solutions, but they
have been insufficiently deployed in
practice. Many studies focus on inves-
tigating this “energy efficiency gap,”
which also inspired our research. In
one of our papers, we addressed the
barriers and drivers for implementing
energy efficiency and clean technol-
ogy investments of Slovenian manu-
facturing firms. Our findings suggest
that industry differences in environ-

mental regulation affect firms’ invest-
ment decisions, and that the energy
efficiency gap is less likely to exist in
large, export-oriented, and well-per-
forming firms with a higher share of
energy costs. This triggered our cur-
rent research on the energy efficiency
gap in the Slovenian SMEs as part of
the EU-funded Care4Climate project.
Professor Zorić has also been involved
in the preparation of the National En-
ergy and Climate Plan. We would also
like to mention that the co-author of
this paper, Nives Dolšak from the Uni-
versity of Washington, Seattle, USA is
a distinguished researcher in environ-
mental economics, and is also known
for her work on the “tragedy of com-
mons” with Nobel prize winner Elinor
Ostrom.

Jelena Zorić: In our most recent re-
search, we focus on energy efficient
behaviours in households, and ad-
dress the factors behind retrofit be-

haviours of Slovenian homeowners,
available financial resources, and po-
tential energy savings. We explore the
different information sources that are
found to be the major drivers of en-
ergy efficient retrofits. Professional
advice plays more important role in an
integral approach to energy-efficient
retrofits, as opposed to partial retrofit
measures. Our findings call for a policy
mix consisting of retrofit subsidies, the
redesign of the “EnSvet” public en-
ergy advisory network, which turned
out to be insufficiently influential, and
for the integration of different infor-
mation channels and modern ap-
proaches for raising awareness and in-
forming households. By revealing the
energy efficient behaviour of house-
holds and firms, our research informs
policy makers on the design of effec-
tive measures that would bridge the
energy efficiency gap contributing to
the EU sustainability goals.

The focus of your research is on energy efficiency and energy policy instruments. How does your research contribute to
sustainable behaviour and development?

Nevenka Hrovatin
Full Professor,
Academic Unit for Economics

Jelena Zorić
Associate Professor,
Academic Unit for Economics

4646
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Research that
Matters

SEB LU is proud of the major shift it has achieved to trans-
form itself into a credible and respected business school
that produces impactful, world-class research. Research
dissemination, visibility, and impact are key elements of
SEB LU’s strategic direction. SEB LU supports the dissemi-
nation of research output, the organisation of conferences
and workshops, and the development of research networks
and projects in order to disseminate its research efforts; to
increase visibility, authority, and awareness; and to
strengthen its impact.

Prominent Research Awards to SEB LU Faculty

SEB LU video vault of research projects

SEB LU Best Research Paper Award 2018

Hrovatin, N., Zorić, J. (2018).
Determinants of energy-efficient

home retrofits in Slovenia: the role of
information sources. Energy and

buildings, 180, 42-50.

Nerstad, C. G. L., Searle, R.,
Černe, M., Dysvik, A., Škerlavaj, M.,
Scherer, R. (2018). Perceived mastery
climate, felt trust, and knowledge
sharing. Journal of organizational

behavior, 39(4), 429-447.

Jakšič, M., Fransoo, J. C.
(2018). Dual sourcing in the age
of near-shoring: trading off

stochastic capacity limitations and long
lead times. European journal of
operational research, 267( 1),

150-161.

Miha Škerlavaj

The most prominent research
achievement award 2018/19

of the University of
Ljubljana

Vlado Dimovski, Judita
Peterlin, Barbara Grah, and

Simon Colnar
Best Cutting-Edge
Technology Paper
ENTRENOVA
Award 2019

Vlado Dimovski

2019 CEEMAN
Champions Awards

Ljubica Knežević
Cvelbar

The Sinclair Award for
Journal Article
Excellence

Peter Trkman and
Monika Klun

Emerald Literati
Award 2019

Robert Kaše

All-Academy Best International
Symposium Award for the

Academy of
Management

2019

http://www.ef.uni-lj.si/content/static_english/research/video_knjiznica_raziskovalnih_projektov.asp
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Premium Research Papers in 2019

1. Harisson, S., Carlsen, A., Škerlavaj, M. (2019). Marvel's
blockbuster machine. Harvard business review, 97(49),
136-145.

2. Kaše, R., Saksida, T., Mihelič, K. K.(2019). Skill develop-
ment in reverse mentoring. motivational processes of
mentors and learners. Human resource management,
58(1), 57-69.

3. Božič, K., Dimovski, V. (2019). Business intelligence
and analytics for value creation. the role of absorptive
capacity. International journal of information manage-
ment, 46, 93-103.

4. Ashrafi, A., Ravasan, A.Z., Trkman, P., Afsari, S. (2019).
The role of business analytics capabilities in bolstering
firms' agility and performance. International journal of
information management,. 47, 1-15.

5. Oliveira, T., Martins, R., Sarker, S., Thomas, M., Popovič,
A. (2019). Understanding SaaS adoption. the moderat-
ing impact of the environment context. International
journal of information management, 49, 1-12.

6. Kadić-Maglajlić, S., Micevski, M., Lee, N., Boso, N., Vida,
I. (2019). Three levels of ethical influences on selling
behavior and performance. synergies and tensions.
Journal of business ethics, 156(2), 277-397.

7. Mihelič, K. K., Culiberg, B. (2019). Reaping the fruits of
another's labor. the role of moral meaningfulness,
mindfulness, and motivation in social loafing. Journal
of business ethics, 160(39), 713-727.

8. Hernaus, T., Černe, M., Connelly, C. E., Pološki Vokić, N.,
Škerlavaj, M. (2019). Evasive knowledge hiding in
academia. when competitive individuals are asked to
collaborate. Journal of knowledge management,
23(49), 567-618.

9. Smale, A., Bagdadli, S., Cotton, R., Dello Russo, S., Dick-
mann, M., Dysvik, A., Gianecchini, M., Kaše, R.,
Lazarova, M., Reichel, A., Rozo, P., Verbruggen, M.
(2019). Proactive career behaviors and subjective ca-
reer success. the moderating role of national culture.
Journal of organizational behavior, 40(1), 1-18.

10. Dolnicar, S., Knežević Cvelbar, L., Grün, B. (2019). A
sharing-based approach to enticing tourists to behave

more environmentally friendly. Journal of travel re-
search, 58(2), 241-252.

11. Pavasović Trošt, T. (2019). Remembering the good.
constructing the nation through joyful memories in
school textbooks in the former Yugoslavia. Memory
studies, 12(1), 27-45.

12. Dolnicar, S., Knežević Cvelbar, L., Grün, B. (2019).
Changing service settings for the environment. how to
reduce negative environmental impacts without sacri-
ficing tourist satisfaction. Annals of Tourism Research,
76, 301-304.

13. Randle, M., Dolnicar, S. (2019). Enabling people with
impairments to use Airbnb. Annals of Tourism Re-
search, 76, 278-289.

14. Ruberto, S., Vanneschi, L., Castelli, M. (2019). Genetic
programming with semantic equivalence classes.
Swarm and evolutionary computation, 44, 453-469.

15. Castelli, M., Cattaneo, G., Manzoni, L., Vanneschi, L.
(2019). A distance between populations for n-points
crossover in genetic algorithms. Swarm and evolution-
ary computation, 44, 636-645.

16. Vanneschi, L., Castelli, M., Scott, K., Trujillo, L. (2019).
Alignment-based genetic programming for real life ap-
plications. Swarm and evolutionary computation, 44, .
840-851.

17. Babakhani, N., Leisch, F., Dolnicar, S. (2019). A good
graph is worth a thousand numbers. Annals of Tourism
Research, 76, 338-342

18. Randle, M., Zhang, Y., Dolnicar, S. (2019). The changing
importance of vacations: proposing a theoretical ex-
planation for the changing contribution of vacations to
people's quality of life. Annals of Tourism Research, 77,
154-157.

19. Dolnicar, S., Juvan, E. (2019). Drivers of plate waste: a
mini theory of action based on staff observations. An-
nals of Tourism Research, 78, 1-4.

20. Bogataj, D., Bogataj, M., Drobne, S. (2019). Interac-
tions between flows of human resources in functional
regions and flows of inventories in dynamic processes
of global supply chains. International journal of pro-
duction economics, 209, 215-225.
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21. Bogataj, D., Battini, D., Calzavara, M., Persona, A.
(2019). The ageing workforce challenge: investments in
collaborative robots or contribution to pension
schemes, from the multi-echelon perspective. Interna-
tional journal of production economics, 210, 97-106.

22. Rubio-Largo, Á., Vanneschi, L., Castelli, M., Vega-Ro-
dríguez, M. A. (2019). Multiobjective metaheuristic to
design RNA sequences. IEEE transactions on evolu-
tionary computation 23(1), 156-169.

23. Babič, K., Černe, M., Connelly, C. E., Dysvik, A., Šk-
erlavaj, M. (2019). Are we in this together?. knowledge
hiding in teams, collective prosocial motivation and
leader-member exchange. Journal of knowledge man-
agement, 23(8), 1502-1522.

7 Research Programme Groups around the Areas of
Distinctive Expertise

Research Nexus

In 2019, SEB LU hosted important events focusing on the
future of the research. The ‘Boosting Innovation for EU In-
dustry’ conference discussed future actions targeting a
pan-European industrial ecosystem. The conference was
organised by the Slovenian Business and Research Associ-
ation and the European Commission, DG Research and In-
novation. The Dawn of Horizon Europe introduced Europe's
new research and innovation programme to researchers, in-
novators, and entrepreneurs. Funding for the EU Defence
Research and Technology conference was presented by the
European Defence Fund, which will co-finance projects in
the field of defence technology development and defence
research in the amount of 500 million euros per year in the
next financial period 2021-2027.

Bor Slana, STA

Sustainable
competitiveness of the

Slovenian economy in European
and global perspectives

Challenges of inclusive
sustainable development in
the predominant paradigm of

economic and business
sciences

Impact of corporate
governance, organisational
learning, and knowledge
management on modern

organisations

Future internet
technologies: concepts,

architectures, services, and
socio-economic issues

Digitalization as
Driving Force for

Sustainability of Individuals,
Organizations,
and Society

Challenges of
investors, firms, financial

institutions, and a government in
an uncertain European
economic environment

New development
strategy of Slovenia as a

member of
the EU



SEB LU Research Day

Dušan Mramor and Jože
Sambt about Demographic
Projections and Pension

Reform

Jože Damijan and Branko
Korže About Amendments
to the Land Legislation



Ljubica Knežević Cvelbar
Presented “Sustainable

Development of Slovenian
Tourism as a Road to

Success”

IMB Students Presented
Their Research at the
Portorož Business

Conference

Research Polygon and the
European Researcher’s

Night
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Central
Economics
Library

The Central Economics Library ensures continued study
support for all students and faculty, and provides the foun-
dation for research work. The library maintains materials
and information resources that users need for their studies
and research work.

In 2019, the library ensured access to more than 100 li-
cenced e-sources, among them are: Ad Forum, Amadeus,
Bloomberg Professional, Eikon with Datastream, Fitch Con-
nect, Orbis, Passport Global, ProQuest Business Premium
Collection, ProQuest Ebook Central, and Warc.

SEB LU
Publishing

SEB LU’s publishing activity combines the SEB LU as pub-
lisher in two main fields: the field of research and as a pub-
lisher of textbooks and other materials for students.

Publishing production in 2018/2019

active users

4430
books and other
publications

280,000

user trainings

44
participants at user

trainings

843

monographs

3
new textbooks

9

More than 60 reprints of
previous editions

Access to more than 100
licenced e-sources
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Economic and
Business Review
(EBR)

The EBR is a refereed journal that promotes research and
the dissemination of research results in the fields of busi-
ness and economics. One of the strengths of the journal is
its multi-disciplinary approach, as it offers a selection of ar-
ticles from three disciplines: economics, organisational, and
business studies.

EBR Conference 2019: Managing Business and Policies in
a Changing Global Landscape

The EBR conference presented topics connected with tech-
nological processes and global innovations that are chang-
ing the ways in which we do business and live. Morevover,
the tension and uncertainty in the field of political develop-
ment between the global powers also raises many global
questions and challenges. The purpose of the conference is
to enable a constructive scientific discourse with the help
of empirical findings.

editions in English

3
special edition in Slovene

1

conference participants

30
Organised together with
University of Udine

Established

1950
international

scientific journal

Since

1999

EBR Conference 2019

Indexed in the Academic
Journal Guide (AJG/ABS)



GLOBAL
OUTREACH
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200
INTERNATIONAL

PARTNERS

43
COUNTRIES

LATIN AMERICA

Countries: 4
Partners: 4

NORTH AMERICA

Countries 2
Partners: 12

EUROPE

Countries: 27
Partners: 159

ASIA

Countries: 8
Partners: 20

OCEANIA

Countries: 1
Partners: 4

AFRICA

Countries: 2
Partners: 4



Yes, indeed. When I started my pro-
gramme in SEB LU, I was little skepti-
cal since it was my first international
experience. I was also indifferent
about the thought of whether my col-
leagues would get along with me, or if
I would be able to fit into this environ-
ment. But, SEB LU has an environment
where you never feel left out. Our pro-
grammes are structured in such a way
that everyone gets to work in a team
for group projects, class discussion,
and presentations. And yes, every-
one’s opinion matters. We have so
much diversity in our class that we al-
ways had group members from differ-
ent countries. That is why we could
learn their methods, techniques, and
we could understand the different
ways of thinking that we could adapt
in our professional career. This facili-
tated the exchange of not only our
ideas, views, and opinions, but also the
thought processes.

As a foreign student studying in SEB
LU’s Master’s programme in Interna-
tional business, could you say that in-
clusiveness is one of key characteris-
tics of SEB LU’s culture?

I come from a country which is differ-
ent in terms of culture and values. The
culture in Slovenia and the other Euro-
pean countries is somehow similar.
But still, everyone respects each
other’s culture here, and also values
our perspectives. I think in this envi-
ronment I experienced that one’s per-
sonal opinion is always valued irre-
spective of their origins or their for-
eign nationality. In fact, it helped us to
know each other better. SEB LU also
conducts different kinds of workshops
for international students, where we
can connect and blend into the envi-
ronment more easily. Also, our pro-
grammes have a more practical touch,
where we get to know the cases which
occurred in different countries. This

facilitates our participation in the class
discussions. Most importantly, it helps
us to eradicate the stereotypes which
we had in our mind about the other
cultures, and get a clear idea about
the reality. SEB LU has also facilitated
the teaching of Slovene to students,
which is conducted for the first year
students. I think this is the kind of a
feature where it helps us feel included.
Our school conducts the business
skills development workshops also in
English where we can learn the skills
to be used in professional careers.

SEB LU provided me the platform
where I could develop myself and en-
hance the knowledge which will con-
tribute to my career.

Inclusiveness is one of the SEB LU’s key values, and student body diversity is of strategic importance for the SEB LU.
From your experience, in what way do SEB LU students gain competencies of involving people from diverse back-
grounds into everyday activities? Do they value different perspectives and respect diverse needs?

Malekar
Manodnya
student of the Master’s
Programme in International
Business

5656
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An Inspiring
International
Community

SEB LU strives to provide an internationally, culturally, and
socially diverse place of learning for its students. SEB LU’s
international students enrolled in SEB LU programmes
come from 70 different countries from all over the world.
This enables the creation of truly diverse cross-cultural stu-
dent teams. Cultural simulation games and similar teaching
methods are used to improve inter-cultural skills. SEB LU’s
short-term programmes also play an important role in
building the cross-cultural skills of students considering the
diversity of participants. Doctoral students are additionally
exposed to internationalisation by having foreign profes-
sors on their doctoral committees. The best opportunity for
international experience and development of cross-cultural
skills are study exchanges. By participating in study ex-
change programmes, SEB LU continues to expand and di-
versify the network of its partner institutions.

International student community

International staff-mobility

Faculty

Professional staff

Erasmus+ staff week

Outgoing

8
Incoming

32

Outgoing

11
Incoming

30

full-time foreign students
from 70 countries

674
incoming students from

46 countries

332

outgoing students to
36 countries

280
students at short-term
programmes – 82%
foreign students

623

universities

25
countries

18

partner institutions

22



30 students taking part in
the Joint Summer School

Toulouse-Ljubljana

417 students joining
Ljubljana Summer School,
Take the Best from East &

West

66 participants taking part
in the Ljubljana Doctoral

Summer School



31 students participating in
the First EIT Digital Summer

School

35 participants at the Global
School Empirical Research
Methods – GSERM Ljubljana

44 participants taking part
in the Summer School on
Cultural Management



HIGH
LIGHT
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The Confucius
Institute – CI
LJUBLJANA

The Confucius Institute is a non-profit organisation estab-
lished for the purpose of promoting and teaching Chinese
language and culture. The main purpose of CI Ljubljana is to
promote Chinese language and culture among students,
the community and companies, encourage business oppor-
tunities in China, and to act as a bridge between the Slove-
nian and Chinese business environments.

In 2019 CI Ljubljana with the HSK Test Centre

In 2019 CI Ljubljana HSK Test Centre introduced the com-
puter-based HSK test. HSK (Hanyu Shuiping kaoshi) is the
international standardised Chinese proficiency test and is
the world's most known and official proof of knowledge of
the Chinese language. HSK is the best way to show employ-
ers and universities in China that you are good enough to
work and study in China, or even to show your employers
outside China that demand a certain level of Chinese lan-
guage proficiency.

Chinese language students
in the Entrepreneurial

workshops

712
Participants at CI events

Over

20.000

Major events

28
HSK tests taken

48

Chinese Language and
Culture Cultural Events

Doing Business with China
Chinese language courses for

Slovenian and Chinese
children

The only HSK Test Centre in
Slovenia

Slovenian and foreign
participants

One of the eight HSK Test
Centres in the Balkan area



HIGH
LIGHT

Chinese New Year – Year of
the Pig

2019 Dragon Boat Festival

Digitalisation of
payments as a tool to boost
Chinese tourism: Case of

Alipay in Finland
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EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION
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Programmes
in 2019

Participants
in 2019

Lecturers
in 2019

10
Open programmes

1
Ljubljana MBA

1620
In-company
programmes

39
International lecturers

2811
Conferences and
roundtables

71
Practitioners

172
Open programmes

168
National lecturers

47
In-company
programmes

17
Conferences and
roundtables



My motives for joining the LJUBLJA-
NA MBA programme was to grow, ad-
vance, and broaden my horizons, and
to not too dramatically disrupt my pri-
vate and professional lives.

I did grow, I grew as a person, and I
grew as a leader.

Running a multinational team, multiple
high priority deadlines, airports, trav-
els, a lack of sleep were not easy if you
consider having a family and doing an
MBA at the same time. But the whole
journey made me stronger, because
when you fight through these obliga-
tions you grow so much more at the
same time.

One of the biggest impacts on my de-
velopment were the courses that have
sharpened my soft skills, and the ones
that helped me empower and activate
myself to continuously improve and
grow as a human being, and helped
me to lead even more effectively.

The network I have built over these
two years with my peers and profes-
sors at SEB have already enriched me
and will continue to do so.

Now that I have finished the Ljubljana
MBA programme, I am much more
self-aware, and I do self-reflect more
often than in the past. Thanks to the
numerous self-reflection moments
throughout this programme, I got to
better know myself, my strengths, but
even more my areas where I continue
to work on improvements. And al-
though my standards remained the
same “being the best as I can be,” I am
seeing it through a broader, long-term
perspective now.

What was the impact of the Ljubljana MBA programme on your professional and personal growth?

Benjamin
Brulc
Ljubljana MBA programme

Customer Unit Lead,
Oncology, Croatia & Slovenia,
MSD
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What was the impact of the Ljubljana MBA programme on your professional and personal growth?
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Centre of
Business
Excellence
We create, share, and exchange up-to-date and useful
knowledge and best practises to support decision-making
and thus co-create the professional and personal develop-
ment of each individual, team, company, or wider economic
environment.

The Centre of Business Excellence (CBE) is a bridge be-
tween the business world and the School of Economics and
Business, University of Ljubljana. Its purpose is to allow a
two-way flow of internationally competitive and high-qual-
ity knowledge through executive education, consulting
projects, and various business events.

Open programme: Knowledge Matters: Business Trans-
formation

In-company programme: Talent Management Academy

Intensive, long-term tailor-made business academies for
talents with several integrated modules designed to meet
specific company needs.

days

2
workshops

15

roundtables

2
esteemed lecturers

16

hours of content

128

full day programme

16

academies

4
companies

4

Strengthened competences, Higher
confidence, Initiative-taking, Business
thinking, Managerial decision-making,

Leadership

Outcomes

Teamwork, Role-playing, Group debates,
Simulations, Lectures, Assignments, Best

practices

Methods



Knowledge Matters:
Business Transformation

Future of Manufacturing &
Supply Chain Excellence

2019

Petrol Business Academy
Succesfully Completed



LJUBLJANA MBA Opening
for 8th Generation

Young Leaders Academy
2019 and Excursion to

Dublin

Top Executive Programme
in Goriška Brda



ALUMNI
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46%
already had a
job before the
end of their
studies
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First job

Job search

9%
work in non-for-profit

organisations

46%
already had a
job before the
end of their
studies

14%
found a job through
available job offers

Job satisfaction

50%
work in international

environments

First employment
experience

EMPLOYABILITY
OF RECENT
GRADUATES

45%
found a job in the same

organisation where they worked
as a student during their

studies

52%
work in organisations with
awards of excellence
(accreditations, ISO
standards, etc.)

65%
had a job at least six months

after completing their
studies

65%
work in organisations which
are important employers

in the region

81%
of recent graduates are
satisfied with their job

39%
work in organisations with a
mentorship programme

8%
found a job
because of
SEB LU
activities



As a SEB LU recent alumni, you set up the webpage Astra.si with educational videos about mathematics. Recently, you
have been working as the Head of Marketing in NiceHash, which is a crypto-mining marketplace. Did you imagine your
career path in this way after you graduated? What inspires you in your professional life?

Andrej P
Škraba
Head of Marketing in
NiceHash

7070

To be honest, I didn’t know what to do
after my graduation. I knew I had a
great affinity for e-learning, and I
wanted to create educational content
on my own. Astra.si was born and stu-
dents all over the country started us-
ing it. Although I have never really suc-
ceeded in creating a business around
this project, I have gained enormous
social capital. This project has opened
a lot of doors for me, and this is the
reason I have never created my own
CV. I think your CV today is everything
you do, not just your education and
working experience. It is your way of
contributing to society, your every so-
cial media post, your every interaction,
and every relationship you have. Our
lives today are documented like never
before and our digital footprint is
more important than ever. While at
SEB, I have studied entrepreneurship,
but I have built my career in market-
ing. Since I was a geek and technology
enthusiast, I ended working in the

high-tech environment where I have
merged my passion for business with
my passion for technology. Currently,
I’m working in the digital-ledger tech-
nology industry which started forming
during my study years at the SEB LU.

What is your advice for young gradu-
ates who are seeking their own op-
portunities/career path?

My advice for young graduates is very
simple. Make connections. Meet every-
one in your class, meet everyone at
your school, meet everyone who is
ambitious and everyone who inspires
you. It has never been easier to con-
nect with someone. The majority of
the people are one click away. When
you really think about it, it is all about
people. A company is nothing more
than a bunch of people who are work-
ing to deliver a product or a service for
some other people. There are no mar-
kets without people. Work on your

communication skills, go to events,
and never be afraid to introduce your-
self. You will get hired by people and
you will hire other people. You will sell
products to people and you will buy
from other people. Remember, where
there are people, there are opportuni-
ties.



As a SEB LU recent alumni, you set up the webpage Astra.si with educational videos about mathematics. Recently, you
have been working as the Head of Marketing in NiceHash, which is a crypto-mining marketplace. Did you imagine your
career path in this way after you graduated? What inspires you in your professional life?
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Connected for
Life

SEB LU Alumni connects more than 11,000 SEB LU gradu-
ates of all ages. SEB LU alumni have opportunities for life-
long learning, professional development, for nurturing
personal relationships with other alumni within the commu-
nity, and for contributing to the SEB LU’s study activities.
Alumni participate as guest speakers, conference partici-
pants, or project mentors in numerous activities organised
for students.

SEB LU ALUMNI CLUBS

SEB LU ALUMNI SECTIONS

PARTNER ASSOCIATIONS

Alumni MANAGERS' LOUNGE
(Business and Organisation)

Alumni
EMTM

Alumni
ICPE

Alumni
MACEDONIA

Alumni
MARKEThink

Alumni
Business Informatics

Alumni
GOLF

Alumni
GOURMET

Alumni
CYCLISTS

Beta Gamma Sigma
Ljubljana Chapter

Alumni
MBA Radovljica

More than 11,000 SEB LU
Alumni members

More than 20 events
per year

Exclusive events Career opportunities

Life-long learning



New SEB LU Alumni Team

Brain & Marketing with more
than 200 participants

Alumni afterwork event
connected 50 SEB LU

alumni



Trends in Digital Evolution
with Rose Beaumont from

Mastercard

Alumni afterwork event:
How To Network Smartly

Alumni Education Offering
Cutting-Edge Workshops
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Beta Gamma
Sigma Ljubljana
Chapter

The elite honour society Beta Gamma Sigma (BGS), which
has been operating at the School of Economics and Busi-
ness since 2012, recognises and honours students of
AACSB accredited institutions who have proven them-
selves with exceptional study achievements throughout
their studies.

Highest Honors Chapter in 2018/2019

Beta Gamma Sigma Ljubljana Chapter becoming Highest
Honors Chapter in 2018/2019

BGS Ljubljana members

786
new BGS Ljubljana

members

93

Honorary Members in
2018/2019: Eva Štravs

Podlogar and Otmar Zorn

2
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Alumni MBA
Radovljica

Alumni association MBA Radovljica is an organisation
formed by members who finished their studies at Interna-
tional Full Time Master's Programme in Business Adminis-
tration (IMB) at SEB LU. Established in 1996, it is the oldest
self-standing Alumni association at SEB LU.

The new beginnings for the 27th Generation

Alumni MBA Radovljica
members

883
student generations

27

Alumni scholarship winners

2
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